ANALYTICS CONSULTANT JOB DESCRIPTION

Linksbridge is seeking a skilled and field-tested data science and analytics consultant to join our rapidly growing strategy consulting firm. Our analytics team plays a key role in supporting the decision making of our clients and we seek to add a candidate with the right combination of technical aptitude, creativity and desire to use their skills to make the world a better place.

ABOUT LINKSBRIDGE

Linksbridge expands the capacity of organizations that are creating a better world through public service—by creating connections and putting into practice the best thinking from the nonprofit, commercial, private, and public sectors. Established in 2008, Linksbridge offers a higher quality and more imaginative, flexible, and affordable alternative to traditional consulting and advisory firms. We serve a small number of clients including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation, Oak Foundation, Microsoft, and the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA). Linksbridge is a registered Washington State social purpose corporation serving international NGOs, domestic nonprofits, and socially-minded enterprises. We also provide pro bono services across a variety of projects. Our team draws on expertise from across industry, government, academia, technology, global development, policy, and human rights.

ABOUT THE POSITION

Provide high quality and proficient support for our work across the data and analytics spectrum including data collection, analysis, modeling and visualization.

For this role, we are looking specifically for candidates with the following technical capabilities:

- Ability to work quickly and effectively with mathematical concepts, modeling, and statistics/finance
- Advanced skills in Microsoft Excel (Pivot Tables, comfort with advanced formulas, VBA a plus)
- Ability to express oneself clearly and concisely, both verbally and in writing
- Attention to detail and the ability to prioritize and work on multiple projects
- Team player with the ability to adjust work pace to match client priorities
- Experience with Tableau, @Risk, R or a programming language is a plus

Successful Linksbridge consultants generally have the following traits:

- A demonstrated commitment to making their world a better place
- A breadth of knowledge and interests in various areas of focus, especially social issues
- Strong professional and/or academic track record and experience
- Outstanding analytical and creative problem-solving skills
- Strong interpersonal, collaboration, leadership, and communication skills
- A healthy sense of humor, quirkiness and humility
- Business and financial acumen
- Intellectual curiosity and an appetite for personal and professional development
- A penchant for non-traditional consulting strategies
- Skilled in and willing to embrace new technologies and tools

We are looking for professionals with 2-5 years of work experience from various backgrounds, including academia, nonprofits, management consulting, or Fortune 1000 companies. We actively seek to build the best teams possible and strive for diversity, because it inevitably is how the most rigorous, fun, and challenging work happens.

Please send resume/CV and cover letter to careers@linksbridge.com. Position is open until filled.

**CONTACT INFORMATION**

For more information, including our story, services, and values, please visit us at linksbridge.com

E-mail: careers@linksbridge.com
Telephone: +1 (206) 501-4552
Mailing address: 800 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4100, Seattle, WA 98104, USA
Facebook: facebook.com/linksbridge
Twitter: @linksbridge